
Caveats

This chapter describes open and resolved severity 1 and 2 caveats and select severity 3 caveats:

• The “Open Caveats” sections list open caveats that apply to the current release andmay apply to previous
releases. A caveat that is open for a prior release and is still unresolved applies to all future releases until
it is resolved.

• The “Resolved Caveats” sections list caveats resolved in a specific release, but open in previous releases.

The bug IDs are sorted alphanumerically.

The Caveats section includes the bug ID and a short description of the bug. For details on the symptoms,
conditions, and workaround for a specific caveat you must use the Bug Search Tool.

Note

• Resolved Caveats - Cisco IOS XE 17.13.1, on page 1
• Open Caveats - Cisco IOS XE 17.13.1, on page 2
• Cisco Bug Search Tool, on page 2

Resolved Caveats - Cisco IOS XE 17.13.1
HeadlineIdentifier

RSP3: uea_mgr memory leak on ARP probesCSCwf14167

IMD timer value update for ISSU processCSCwf27439

IMA8Z:frequent reloads of IM due to high temp- FAN speed mismatchCSCwf90667

No snmp trap link-status get re-added after IM reloadCSCwf42164

VIN P2/0, VOUT P2/2, VIN P4/0 & VOUT P4/2 alarms upon SSOCSCwe82657

Memory leak seen on chunk module when BDI routed network traffic flow along with
mac move

CSCwf77276

PAIS alarm get reported after IM OIR.CSCwf49426
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https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf14167
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf27439
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf90667
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf42164
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwe82657
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf77276
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf49426


HeadlineIdentifier

RSP3: MPLS incorrect label programmed with scenarios of double implicit-nullCSCwf77316

The portchannel does not come up on adding recommended configs till we reload the
router

CSCwf69937

RSP3 : uea_mgr RIFID leak/comsumption for Muticast routesCSCwf18367

cem interface counters momentarily report error when x21 xconnect is cleared and
re-established

CSCwf07736

RSS memory increment continuously seen uea_mgr process upon system eventCSCwh42209

With CPG, STS1e configuration is giving %ERROR: Standby doesn't support this
command

CSCwf54249

CEM traffic flow is dropped in one direction due to DEI bit set from 4202CSCwf86864

ACL config under serial interface makes dut crash during unconfigCSCwf37941

NCS4200-3GMS: With rate of OC12 we see "threshold sf-ber 3" getting added under
sh run

CSCwh30217

Open Caveats - Cisco IOS XE 17.13.1
HeadlineIdentifier

Layer 2 CEF interface is unavailable.CSCwh85621

IP SLA multicast configuration is not working.CSCwh80239

Cisco Bug Search Tool
Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), the online successor to Bug Toolkit, is designed to improve effectiveness in
network risk management and device troubleshooting. You can search for bugs based on product, release,
and keyword, and aggregates key data such as bug details, product, and version. For more details on the tool,
see the help page located at http://www.cisco.com/web/applicat/cbsshelp/help.html
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https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf77316
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf69937
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf18367
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf07736
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwh42209
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf54249
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf86864
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwf37941
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwh30217
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwh85621
https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCwh80239
https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch/
http://www.cisco.com/web/applicat/cbsshelp/help.html
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